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Welcome to the Q4 2021 edition of the Px3 newsletter, summarising our recent activity and coverage. We’d like to take this
opportunity to wish all the best for the festive season and for a happy and healthy New Year. As always we hope you find the links
and content interesting and are always happy to receive feedback and suggestions.
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Introduction
An award-winning sustainability consultancy with an international customer base,
Px3 works with information technology companies and their customers to
measure and reduce carbon emissions caused by the way we work today.
Our research and testing has identified that four key strategies (choosing more
energy-efficient devices, using green data centres, commuting less and extending
the life of devices) can significantly reduce emissions and e-waste.
Px3 has developed significantly since our Spring 2021 newsletter, establishing
three distinct service propositions:
• Working with Technology Vendors: We are now working with some of the
world’s leading hardware, software and cloud vendors to evaluate the
sustainability of their products and services
• Partnering with Systems Integrators and Value-Added Resellers: Px3 is
providing assessment services to major technology providers, both
benchmarking their own operations and carrying out sustainability
assessments for their customers
• Analysis for Customers: Of course, we continue to work directly for
organisations across the private, public and third sectors providing ICT and
travel carbon footprint assessment and reduction planning.
We are continuing to develop our portfolio of services and are encouraged by the
recognition and reach that partnering with these major technology brands brings
to the cause of sustainable IT.
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Headlines

New Video Case Study

A video case study was released by Google this month featuring our work with Kingston and Sutton
Councils. Showcasing how great IT can be green IT, business and sustainability gains quantified by Px3 and
delivered by a combination of Acer and Google low energy device and collaborative working solutions and Citrix
remote working capabilities, the new IT strategy achieves a reduction in carbon footprint that would otherwise
require 3,700 acres of mature forest to remove the pollution. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkKr6N-xZuM

COP 26 - Time IT Changed

Our CEO Justin Sutton-Parker appears again as guest editor for the Guardian IT sustainability special edition
supplement My Green Pod. Distributed both globally and at COP26 the magazine is packed with articles from
global hardware and software vendors and cloud service providers, discussing real life strategies conducted to
reduce the impact of IT on the Planet. Highlights include the world's first computer trade in 'green rewards
programme' delivered by Acer and Consenna and powered by Px3's analytics engine. Plus displacement strategies
proven by Px3 in conjunction with IGEL to extend the useful lifespan of your end user computing
devices. https://www.mygreenpod.com/magazine/my-green-pod-magazinenovember-2021/

National Sustainability Award

Having been shortlisted for the CRN “Tech Impact” award for the Sustainable IT Project of the Year 2021 Px3 is
delighted to announce that we subsequently won the prestigious 2021 Digital Technology Award at the (P.E.A.)
People Environment ceremony. Designed to highlight the true impact of people and organisations striving to create
a sustainable future, Px3 was awarded for the GHG abatement our work achieves and the awareness and
collaboration generated all through the IT supply chain. And of course, that could not have happened without the
ecosystem that we operate in, so a huge thank you to everyone who has employed our services during 2021.

Other News
Px3’s project work with major vendors on sustainability benchmarking and online calculators was
referenced by a number of our clients in articles and news pieces including:
•

•

•

•

•

Benchmarking devices for Acer: Saving the World, One Laptop at a Time
Evaluating the benefits of Chrome Enterprise for Google: Can cloud computing drive
sustainability?
Examining the benefits of device repurposing for Igel: Displace is the New Replace
Benchmarking sustainability by design for Prime Computer: How to Make Hardware Green
Powering the data behind the Green Rewards online calculator for Acer & Consenna: Carbon
Ready?

Justin Sutton Parker's empirical research quantifying the impact of reducing emissions through
flexible working across the globe was published by Procedia Computer Science:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050921014320
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Events
As interest and concern about sustainability continues to grow, not least
because of COP26 we’ve been busy presenting on sustainability at a
number of on-line and real life events including:
•

•

•

•

•

A Chrome Enterprise event hosted by Google, Acer and Tech Data at
Wembley Stadium,
A panel discussion for Warwick Business School sustainability event
at The Shard
A British Computer Society (BCS) event, co-presenting with Adam
Turner of Defra
One of the MoD’s “Byte Sized Talks” on Digital Sustainability for
COP26
A panel discussion for Reset Connect’s webinar “Why COP26 is just
the beginning”
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Latest Blog Posts
Reducing Carbon by Cutting
Complexity and Costs

IT, Human Behaviour and Climate
Change

Is Flexible Working Bad or Good for the
Planet, People and Productivity?

An icon for our times? Why Professor Pat
Pending is Px3’s All-Time Cartoon hero
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Our mission: to
remove the
greenhouse gas
equivalent of
100,000 cars from
the atmosphere by
2050 through
increased adoption
of sustainable IT
Not yet a newsletter subscriber?
Contact us via the website to register
Follow Px3 on LinkedIn for all the
latest news

Px3 Ltd, Innovation Centre, University of
Warwick Science Park, Warwick Technology Park Gallows Hill, Warwick
CV34 6UW United Kingdom

analysis@px3.org.uk
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